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Summary

This paper presents an overview of available aeroelastic methods and the current developments at

NLR. The methods for routine flutter prediction are based on the classical linear approach using

linear unsteady aerodynamic forces. At some conditions it is found necessary to model nonlinear

effects, e.g. prediction of limit cycle oscillations, in which a method based on semi-empirical

techniques is employed. To cope with continuously more challenging requirements in the predic-

tion of aeroelastic characteristics, current developments atNLR concentrate on the computational

aeroelastic simulation usingCFD methods. Relatively mature methods employ potential-flow mod-

eling, while a system with a fluid-structure interaction model and based on the time accurate

Euler/Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations is currently under development.
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List of symbols

[C] damping matrix

[CFF ] free-free flexibility matrix

CF Nonlinear function ofONERA model

Cp coefficient of pressure

F a aerodynamic force associated withhm

g coefficient of proportional damping

[G] interpolation matrix

h displacement

[K] stiffness matrix

k !L=V , reduced frequency

L generalized aerodynamic force (GAF)

[M ] mass matrix

q generalized coordinate

q1 dynamic pressure

Q coefficient of GAF

S wing area

s complex Laplace variable

s = � + i!

x [q; _q]T , state variable

� angle of attack

� mode shape

� velocity potential

� damping factor

! circular frequency

Subscripts

E elastic mode

m mean value (time-averaged)

R rigid body mode
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1 Introduction

The operation of modern fighter-type aircraft requires careful prediction of possible hazardous

flutter instabilities. These data are used to define the operational limit of the aircraft as well as to

design the maintenance schedule.

A typical feature of modern fighter aircraft which are expected to carry a wide range of external

stores, is the strong variation in mass distributions and concomitant strong variation of dynamic

characteristics of the aircraft structure (resonance frequencies, mode shapes). The characteristics

depend to a large extent on the inertial parameters of the individual stores and the way in which

they are combined into specific configurations. Moreover, during a mission the structural modes,

and hence the flutter speed of the aircraft, may change considerably due to consumption of fuel

from external tanks and due to the release of stores. The resulting problem of store flutter clearance

for a wide range of “different” aircraft is being approached by NLR by means of an efficient

combination of calculations, ground resonance tests and flight tests, see figure 1.

As soon as a relatively new mission profile is defined, the flutter clearance activities have to be car-

ried out to investigate the safety of the flight conditions in the mission profile. Since many flutter

calculations have to be carried out, involving various stores configurations, linearized flutter cal-

culations are mostly employed, using either linear unsteady aerodynamics or nonlinear transonic

aerodynamics.

At a certain condition though, nonlinear transonic aeroelastic phenomena typified as limit cycle

oscillations (LCO) may occur. LCO is related to flutter but affects aircraft performance and pilot

comfort in a manner similar to buffet. While such transonicLCO instabilities are often a cause for

concern, it is important to emphasize as well that subcritical response, or the aeroelastic response

of dynamic loads, is equally important and for certain aircraft configurations it may be even more

important. Typical conditions of transonicLCO instabilities are moderate angle-of-attack, usually

lower than 10 deg and Mach numbers ranging from 0.8 to 1.1. The flow conditions during this type

of LCO are characterized primarily by mixed attached/separated flow. Lowly damped structural

vibration modes tend to be excited provided they have the proper characteristics to couple with

this type of flow. This coupling frequently occurs near flutter boundaries obtained with linear

theory.

In response to the need to determine accurately the aeroelastic stability and dynamic loads on

fighter-type aircraft in the transonic speed range an investigation was started atNLR in the early
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nineties in close cooperation with Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft System, Fort Worth, to under-

stand and subsequently predict the nature ofLCO experienced by fighter-type aircraft maneuvering

at transonic speeds. It consisted of an extensive wind tunnel investigation on oscillating fighter-

type wings, followed by the development of semi-empirical aerodynamic and aeroelastic models

for prediction ofLCO. The prediction method was applied successfully to several fighter configu-

rations and was able to identify correctly those which have encounteredLCO. Application of the

semi-empirical prediction method, however, is limited to those configurations for which relevant

unsteady flow wind-tunnel data are available.

Further, in modern fighter-type aircraft there is a strong potential for interaction between aeroe-

lasticity and high-gain flight control systems leading to aeroservoelasticity. Aeroservoelasticity

is a multidisciplinary technology dealing with the interaction of the flexible aircraft structure, the

steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on the aircraft, the flight control system and the

atmospheric disturbances. Its role and importance are increasing in modern aircraft with a high

gain digital flight control system which affects aeroelastic stability and (dynamic) loads.

Because fighter-type aircraft are commonly cleared to fly in a wide variety of external store con-

figurations at different flow conditions, a continuous attention is given to the economization of

aeroelastic calculations methods without sacrificing accuracy in the aerodynamic and structural

modeling or flow/structure interaction.

Apart from the classical aeroelastic methods, however, computational aeroelastic simulations

(CAS) become more and more important. Computational aeroelasticity is a relatively new field

emphasizing aeroelastic problems where unsteady and nonlinear aerodynamic loads based onCFD

(instead of simple panel methods or measured data) are used to obtain solutions. Important ap-

plications are transonic aeroelasticity at low to moderate angles-of-attack, lower speed but high

angle-of-attack conditions, etc. Flow/structure interactions in the transonic flow regime can pro-

duce alternate separation and reattachment of flow and unusual aeroelastic phenomena that impose

limits on the flight envelope.

Discussing computational methods and related issues to calculate aeroelastic characteristics for

these aircraft configurations in the subsonic, transonic and supersonic speed regime, it is important

to distinguish between the fluid dynamic models and the methods used for their solutions. The

fluid dynamic models involved for unsteady aerodynamic computations, depending upon flow

conditions, are 1) Classical, linear, small-disturbance equations; 2) Nonlinear potential equations,

including both transonic small disturbance and full-potential equations; 3) Euler equations; 4)
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Thin-layer Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations and 5) Full Reynolds-Averaged Navier-

Stokes equations.

In this paper methods for predicting aeroelastic stability (flutter) and dynamic loads for fighter-

type aircraft will be highlighted and results will be discussed, in particular:

� Standard flutter stability prediction methods employing subsonic and supersonic panel methods

and transonic field panel method for attached flow, applying different aerodynamic modelings.

� Flutter stability prediction methods using characteristic determinant or Nyquist or (well-known)

pk-method, including description of flight control system, employing subsonic and supersonic

panel methods for attached flow.

� How to calculate efficiently a large number of new store configurations using standard aeroe-

lastic stability prediction methods and advanced methods.

� Numerical aeroelastic simulations applyingCFD methods or semi-empirical methods for the

more complicated transonic flow conditions.

� Dynamic loads evaluation at high-subsonic/transonic flow conditions during nonlinear flutter

and store releases carried out at different maneuvers.

First a short overview of the underlying theory will be described starting with the linearized fre-

quency domain method using several possible unsteady aerodynamic models followed by a time

domain method for nonlinear flutter prediction. Then, the current development at NLR concerning

the fluid-structure interaction models will be presented. Next, typical routine applications of the

methods will be shown. Finally some preliminary results of the current development atNLR will

be presented concluded by some final remarks.
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2 Aeroelastic Equations of Motion

An adequate description of the displacements of the unrestrained aircraft structure is obtained by

taking: 1) the flexibility matrix of the free-free aircraft structure to describe the mean displace-

ments and 2) a set of symmetric and antisymmetric natural vibration modes and the rigid body

modes as generalized coordinates. The equations for mean displacements can be expressed in

matrix form as:

fhmg = [CFF ] fF ag ; (1)

wherehm is the vector of mean displacements,Fa is the vector of mean aerodynamic loading

defined as:

F a = q1

Z
�S

n CpmdS; (2)

in which q1 = 1
2
�1V

2
1

is the dynamic pressure,Cpm is the mean pressure distribution.CFF is

the “interpolated” flexibility matrix for the aerodynamic control points which is obtained from the

flexibility matrix based on the structural control points as:

[CFF ] = [G][Cs
FF ][G]T ; (3)

where[G] is the interpolation matrix for mapping the displacement at the structural nodes into the

aerodynamic control-points. For conservation of energy the aerodynamic force should be mapped

into structural nodes using[G]T [10]. For planar lifting surfaces, the well-known surface spline

is usually used. Otherwise a more general approach is applied using in-house developed volume

spline methods, see [10].

The mean displacement is defined as the averaged state (time-averaging) of the structure about

which (if desired) the linearization of the governing equations is carried out. This displacement

can be related to the static deformation of the structure and the rigid body motion of the aircraft

(flight mechanics). In the common situation, the spectrum of the mean displacement (relatively

low frequency) and the elastic displacement (relatively high frequency) can be separated. One

technique to obtain the mean state is by low pass filtering the data with a certain cut-off frequency,
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see Meijer and Cunningham, Jr. [18].

The equations of motion are expressed in a matrix form as:

2
4 MR 0

0 ME

3
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8<
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9=
; ;

(4)

whereM is a generalized mass matrix andq is the vector of generalized coordinates. The indices

R andE refer to the rigid body and elastic modes.� and! are the damping factor and natural

frequency of each elastic mode andL is the generalized aerodynamic force. Note for clarity that

equation( 4) governs the dynamic state of the structure about the mean displacement.

The generalized aerodynamic force for the i-th mode isLi = q1SQi, whereQ is defined as the

coefficient of generalized force as:

Qi =
1

S

Z
S
�i � n C�

phtidS; (5)

where�i is the natural mode shape andC�phti is the instantaneous differential pressure distribution

over the configuration,

C�

phti = Cphti � Cpmhti (6)

Note that the pressure distributionC�p in expression (5) to (6) is implicitly dependent to the geom-

etryxhti through the time-dependent flow equations.

Finally, the governing aeroelastic equations may be recast into the following matrix equation:

[M ] f�qg+ [C] f _qg+ [K] fqg = fLhq; _qig : (7)
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The influence of mean deformation enters the calculations through a simple iterative matrix multi-

plication procedure based on equation (1). If the flight conditions are held constant and the change

of the mean deformations is within an assigned boundary the latter are frozen.

2.1 Flutter analysis for large number of store configurations

When a large number of store configurations are going to be calculated, Meijer [15] shows that

relatively accurate results can be very efficiently obtained by first determining a ”fundamental/key

configuration” and subsequently perturbing only the mass matrix of this configuration for other

configurations. The following equation is used:

h
~M
i
f�qg+ [C] f _qg+ [K] fqg = fLhq; _qig : (8)

in which [ ~M ] is the mass matrix of the current configuration while the other terms belong to the

key configuration.

The structural dynamic characteristic of the key configuration, i.e. mode shape, natural frequency,

and generalized masses, may be obtained using analytical tools or ground vibration tests. The

generalized aerodynamic forces are also calculated only for this key configuration leading to a

very efficient method.
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3 Frequency Domain Flutter Analysis

Most of the aeroelastic analyses carried out for certification or other purposes are in the frequency

domain relying on the linear assumption of the dynamic state with respect to the displacement.

However, it should be noted that the dynamic state of the aerodynamic part involved in the analysis

may be based on a certain nonlinear fundamental state associated with the mean displacement.

The structural part is always assumed to be linear. Assuming the damping is proportional to the

stiffness, equation (7) becomes:

[M ] f�qg+ [K(1 + ig)] fqg = fLh q; _qig; (9)

whereg is the coefficient of the proportional damping. In the frequency domain method the motion

is assumed to have the form of:

fqg = fq̂g est;

8>>><
>>>:

R(s) < 0 stable

R(s) > 0 unstable

R(s) = 0 flutter boundary

(10)

wheres = � + i! is the complex Laplace variable. Several methods for flutter calculations are

usually used at theNLR, i.e. theV -g method,pk-method, characteristic determinant method and

Nyquist criteria for stability.

In theV -g method the motion is forced to be purely oscillatory (at the flutter boundary,� = 0)

by adjusting the value ofg. Supplementing equation (9) with unsteady aerodynamic forces for

oscillatory motion, i.e.L = Lhĥ
ikt
i wherek = !L=V is the reduced frequency andĥ = q̂� is

the amplitude of the oscillatory motion, an eigenvalue problem can be formulated and solved for

� = (1 + ig)=!2. Flutter velocity is defined as the value ofV at which no additional damping

is required to force the motion to be oscillatory, i.e.g = 0. When the value ofg is small the

following relation may be used to interpret the results:

�� �
1

(� + i!)2
; for g � 1: (11)
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In thepk-method the motion may be general (� 6= 0) but the aerodynamic force is still kept purely

oscillatory. An iteration is required to match the! of the motion andk used for calculating the

aerodynamic force. This matching process enables the possibility to include a transfer function,

[Hhsi]fqg, e.g. due to (linear) flight control system which depends on! instead ofk, into the

governing equations. In practice, since thepk method is more expensive than theV -g method, it

is only used when flight control systems are required to be modeled during the analysis.

In the characteristic determinant method the determinant value of the characteristic equation is

determined with increasing frequency at constant altitude and velocity. The real parts of the deter-

minant values are plotted against the imaginary parts. The way the results encircle the origin and

the minimum distance to the origin for the involved resonant frequencies indicates the stability.

This technique is also suitable to take into account the influence of flight control system.

The Nyquist method, known from control theory, is a comparable technique as the characteristic

determinant method. The stability of the closed-loop system is determined using the so-called

Nyquist criteria by inspecting the so-called Nyquist path, see standard books on control theory.

During flutter analysis, the unsteady aerodynamic forces associated with each mode shape are

required for many combinations ofk and Mach number. Furthermore, if the flight control system

is considered aerodynamic forces associated with each control surface have to be calculated also.

In practice, calculations are carried out for several conditions, and then, an interpolation method

is applied to approximate the aerodynamic forces at thek-Mach plane. The interpolation method

can be of spline type or Pad´e type method. When a Pad´e type method is used, the data to be

interpolated can also be calculated from diverging motions (� 6= 0; ! = 0) instead of oscillatory

motions (� = 0; ! 6= 0). This type of calculation offers many advantages compared to the

traditional oscillatory motion, see [5, 7].

3.1 Linearized subsonic/supersonic method

When flow disturbance are small compared to the speed of sound and when thickness, angle of

attack and slide slip angle decrease asymptotically withj1 �M j, the Kelvin-Bernoulli equation

for the velocity potential may be used to represent the flow behavior. Following the input motion,

the potential is assumed to have the form of (retaining only first order term):

�hx; ti = �mhxi+ �̂hxiest: (12)
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Since the governing equation is linear two separate equations may be derived and employed in-

dependently for the mean part�m and the first harmoniĉ� of the unsteady part. AtNLR several

methods have been developed for calculating the unsteady part using either pressure/acceleration

potential (doublet-lattice method):VARDOB (subsonic),NLRI (subsonic including body effect)

andGUL (subsonic/supersonic lifting surface) or directly using the velocity potential:CAR (sub-

sonic/supersonic panel method).

3.2 Full-potential time-linearized method

Frequency domain techniques can still be applied to nonlinear equations, like full potential equa-

tion, through time-linearization. The dynamic state is assumed to be relatively small that the

global behavior of the flow during the oscillation does not change, e.g. shock waves do not ap-

pear/disappear during part of the oscillation. Inserting equation (12) into the full-potential equation

one obtains two equations for the mean condition and the first harmonic, respectively:

FPh�mi = 0 and F̂Ph�m; �̂i = 0; (13)

whereFP is a full potential operator. Note that the steady equation for�m is nonlinear and the

time-linearized equation is linear for�̂. Unlike the linear case, now the flow equation for the first

harmonic depends on the solution of the steady equation which has to be solved first. A finite-

volume/field panel method, calledFTRAN3, is used to solve equation (13), see [6, 12] for detailed

descriptions. It is generally known that solution methods for the time-linearized equation had

long been plagued by a frequency limitation. A technique to relief this limitation is introduced by

Hounjet and Eussen [7].

3.3 Frequency domain aerodynamic data from time-accurate CFD

Unsteady aerodynamic forces for oscillatory motion can also be obtained from a time-domainCFD

method using the following techniques.

First, using identification of theCFD system by exciting it using a certain input signal and measur-

ing the output response. The desired unsteady aerodynamic data are then obtained as�

L =
FT haerodynamic force responsei

FT hinput motioni
; (14)

�Note that the selection of amplitude of the motion is not trivial
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whereFT is a Fourier transform operator. For sinusoidal input signal, data for only one value of

k can be obtained at a time, thus many flow simulations have to be carried out for various values

of k. A more practical approach is to use impulse input signal which can give aerodynamic force

data at a range ofk for each flow simulation.

Second, using the harmonic constraint method introduced by Hounjet et al. [11]. In this method

a sinusoidal input signal is assumed and the response is constrained to also a sinusoidal function

while dropping the higher harmonics. Suppose that the airplane performs a sinusoidal motion in

one of its modal modes at reduced frequencyk. Let �0; �1 and�2 denote the current approxima-

tion to the solution att = 0;�t and2�t, respectively. Using the harmonic constraint:

�hti = �m + a cos kt+ b sinkt (15)

a, b can be calculated from�1 and�2 which can then be used to update�0 and��1 (and��2 for a

three-stage method). Next�1 and�2 are updated using the usual time-integration. The process is

repeated until convergence is obtained. The unsteady aerodynamic force can be easily calculated

from a andb. This scheme is called a ’two-step per cycle’ technique. A typical convergence of the

method can be seen in figure 2. This figure shows the iterates of the force componentsFx andFz

and momentMy for a NACA64A010 at transonic condition ofM1=0.80 andk=0.20 for pitching

oscillation about half chord. When diverging motion is used, the solution is constrained as:

�hti = �m + aept; (16)

wherep = �L=V . Only �1 needs to be calculated using the time integration method and the

scheme is called ’one-step per cycle’ technique.
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4 Computational Aeroelastic Simulation

The general approach follows the loosely-coupled scheme in which methods are employed to solve

the structural and flow equations separately with certain fluid-structure coupling conditions (in

space and in time) at the fluid-structure interface. This technique would benefit from the matured

methods which have been developed for each field.

The complete set of equations of motion, equation (4) is reduced to a first order system as:

_8<
:

q

_q

9=
; =

2
4 I 0

M�1K M�1C

3
5
8<
:

q

_q

9=
;+q1S

2
4 0

M�1

3
5 fQg ; (17)

which can be recast into:

f _xg =
h
A
i
fxg+ q1

h
B
i
fug ; (18)

whereA andB are constant matrices that result from the change of the variablesx = [q; _q]T

andu is the coefficient of generalized aerodynamic forceQhq; _qi. The aeroelastic time-marching

solution procedure applied to integrating equation (18) employs transfer matrix methods [3, 21]

or the Newmark method [8].

4.1 Full-Potential flow modeling

The CAS system using full-potential flow method calledAESIM [8] is developed with the objective

to assist in the design of future aircraft which are subjected to increases in flexibility, aerodynamic

loading and nonlinearity; this system can be of value in the early design and development phase

for assessing flight stability and control, safety and risk evaluation and ride qualities. The method

focuses primarily on aeroelasticity at transonic and low supersonic flow conditions near Mach=1

where aerodynamic nonlinearities are a non-negligible factor and the accuracy of conventional

methods is most uncertain.AESIM consists of theFOLDIT/BLOWUP structured monoblock grid

generator, theNASAES elastomechanical data manipulation andAESIM-core.

Main features ofAESIM include: interactive or macro mode, quick turn around time thanks to

advanced solution methods, extensive options of type and method of analysis, see [8, 11] for

more detailed descriptions of the method.AESIM has currently matured to the level of industrial
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applications.

4.2 Euler/Navier-Stokes flow modeling

Current developments atNLR are aimed at a general fluid-structure interaction model and are

concentrated on the flow modeling because applications for military aircraft at off-design condition

and more complex configurations are desired. Work is underway to implement an interaction

scheme in theNLR structured-multiblock Euler/Navier-Stokes method [1],ENFLOW system, for

aeroelastic simulation purposes. The block diagram of the fluid-structure interaction scheme is

shown in figure 3.ENFLOW consists of domain modelerENDOMO, grid generatorENGRID, flow

solverENSOLV and grid adaptorENADAP and has been used extensively at theNLR for variety of

complex flow problems including: determination of aerodynamic forces on aircraft, engine nacelle

(power on/off) analysis, supersonic missile, oscillating wing, buffet, etc.

One of the important components is the development of a multiblock deforming grid capability.

Current approaches available from the literature mostly use a set of equations for the coordinates

and solve it at each time step (e.g. spring system, Laplace, etc.). Here, a different approach is

taken, in which similar building blocks as the interpolation method for the transfer of the displace-

ment data from the structural nodes into the aerodynamic control-points are employed to extrapo-

late the displacement on the aerodynamic surface grid into the grid on the field. This means that

a real three-dimensional interpolation method has to be used for which the volume spline method

of Hounjet and Meijer [10] is most suitable. The core of the volume-spline function of Refs. [10]

is slightly modified to account for zero deformation at the outer boundary of the aerodynamic grid.

The spline matrix has to be generated only once, i.e. before the flow simulation is carried out. In

other words the governing equations for the grid deformation is solved once instead of at each

time step like the common method. In practice, the volume spline is applied only for the block

boundary and the grid inside each block is deformed using a transfinite interpolation. The grid

deformation can be done completely independently for each block which preserves the block-wise

parallelization scheme ofENSOLV.

4.3 Nonlinear semi-empirical model

For aeroelastic analysis of nonlinear limit cycle oscillations aeroelastic simulations are required

over a large number of periods. As a first approach a semi-empirical model has been developed

by Meijer [16], Meijer and Cunningham, Jr. [18] to understandLCO phenomena and enable routine

applications.

In this model the most important phenomena which influence the nonlinear airloads are repre-
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sented in a set of ordinary differential equations and subsequently the coefficients are fitted to

experimental data for certain conditions. Assuming the generality of the model it is then applied

to a wider range of conditions.

TheNLR semi-empirical model is based on theONERA model usually used for dynamic stall mod-

eling of helicopter blades, see Peters [19], Petot and Dat [20]. The basic principles and equations

used in the model are illustrated in figure 4. The three equations shown in figure 4 are the gen-

eralized differential equations necessary to establish a nonlinear relationship betweenCF (�) and

the displacement variableq (which is typically angle-of-attack,�). The functions and coefficients

have been designed by Petot and Dat [20] to give the Theodorsen solution in the case of a flat plate

in a perfect flow.

The first equation inONERA model simply states that the nonlinear functionCF (�) is the sum

of a linear part,CF1(�), and a nonlinear part,CF2(�). CF1(�) is defined by the linear part of

the CFs � CF lin curve (figure 4). The determination ofCF1(�), containing circulatory and

noncirculatory parts (see [20]), is obtained through the satisfaction of the conditions posed by the

second equation. This equation, when used in the linear region, provides a full accounting of

the unsteady aerodynamic effects including time lag and flow inertia effects. These effects are

analogous to the Theodorsen function in two dimensional oscillatory aerodynamics.

CF2(�) has to be determined when the characteristics depart from the linear variationCF lin using

the third equation which is a damped-mass-spring system forced by nonlinear function. The un-

knowna2 anda3 parameters represent a “damping” and “stiffness” (or “frequency”) respectively

for the equivalent spring-mass system.

The parametersa1; a2; a3 and functionsf1 and f2 are assessed using experimental data for a

relevant configuration or from flow simulation using CFD, see [18] for a more detailed description.

The basic principles ofNLR unsteady pressure model, shown in figure 5 are essentially the same

as those for theONERA model, but now applied to the individual pressures over the wing area.

The nonlinear variation ofCp(�) is the sum of two partsCp1(�) andCp2(�), where the former is

primarily governed by the slope ofCp lin and the latter by�Cps, the difference ofCps andCp lin.

In the same way as for theONERA model the position ofCp lin was determined originally by the

linear variation ofCps with � for conditions of attached flow (small incidences) where no changes

occur in flow fields such as shock passages and shock-induced and trailing-edge separation as

illustrated in figure 5. However, taking into account correctly the local nonlinear features of flow
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fields such as shock passages, etc. at higher incidences, the meaning ofCp lin, �Cps and their

derivatives has been redefined in the NLR pressure model. This modified approach consists of

locally developedCp lin and�Cps with �. So, the main difference with theONERA model is that

the complete set of equations is applied at each event, i.e. no distinction is made between linear

and nonlinear portions of theCps curves. This implies that all unknown parameters (a1, a2 anda3,

and five parameters in the functionsf1 andf2) have to be determined a priori for each reference

angle-of-attack�r and each pressure location at a given Mach number.

The instantaneous differential pressure distribution on the wing can then be calculated using the

data of local angle of attack distribution:

� = �m +��; (19)

�m = �p +
@

@x
hm; (20)

�� =
X

NR+NE

�
@

@x
+

1

V

@

@t

�
�jqjhti: (21)

�p is the prescribed angle-of-attack, and�� the time-dependent variation at a certain point.

4.4 MIMO-class system identification

One of the problems in aeroelastic simulation technology which has hardly been addressed in the

literature is the post-processing of the time trace results to obtain the flutter point. The common

method is to carry out simulations for a number of dynamic pressures covering stable and unstable

conditions. Subsequently the damping is extracted from each simulation and interpolated to the

value of zero.

In the current development atNLR a more efficient approach is sought with the so-called multi

input/multi output technique. The adoption ofMIMO [4] technology permits a black box evaluation

of the aeroelastic system in such a way that after a single fully-coupled simulation for one flight

condition the system state for other flight conditions (e.g.q1) may be predicted.MIMO also

permits the extraction of useful data (e.g. generalized forces) from the coupled simulation which

can be used for other purposes.

The essence of the method to identify the aeroelastic system by fitting the time trace to a certain
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MIMO model of the aeroelastic system. An important requirement is that all the related modes

should be excited for completeness of the resulting model. More detailed discussions concerning

the possibility to identify the system in frequency or time domain may be found in Ref.[9].

Two schemes are introduced in Ref. [4], i.e. decoupled and coupled technique. The first technique

is used here. This technique can be explained better using a discrete-time linear system. After a

certain approximation to equation (18), e.g. using Newmark or transition matrix method [21], the

discrete state space equation is obtained as:

fxgk+1 =
h
Â
i
fxgk + q1

h
B̂
i
fugk; (22)

where subscriptk represent an evaluation at a discrete timetk. The coefficient of the generalized

force is approximated using a linear function of the state variable as:

fukg � [U0]fxkg+ [U�1]fxk�1g+ :::+ [U�N ]fxk�Ng; (23)

whereN is called the order of the model; note thatu=0 for the mean displacementshm. The

coefficients of the approximation can be obtained using a least square regression applied to the

pair ofuk andxk data resulting from an aeroelastic simulation. Without loosing the generality a

first order model is used. Introducing a new state vectorfyg and the transformation
8<
:
y1

y2

9=
;
k

=

8<
:
xk

xk+1

9=
;

and inserting equation (23) the discrete state equation for the whole aeroelastic system becomes:

fygk+1 =
h
Â0
i
fygk; (24)

where the new system dynamic matrix is

h
Â0
i
=

2
4 0 I

q1[B̂][U�1] [Â] + q1[B̂][U0]

3
5 (25)
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The stability of a system represented by a discrete state space equation (24) may be inspected from

the eigenvalues of[Â0] which depend on the parameterq1. The flutter boundary is the value ofq1

at which one of the eigenvalues reaches a unit value. For more detailed description of the method

Ref. [4] should be consulted.
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5 Applications

To demonstrate the applicability of the aeroelastic methods, a typical example of flutter clearance

is presented. The selected example is an air-to-groundF-16 configuration as defined in figure 6;

the configuration is symmetric and includes:

� fuselage fuel tank,

� wing fuel tank,

� centerline pod,

� 370USG fuel tank at wing stationBL71,

� VER-4 rack at wing stationBL120,

� missiles at wing stationsBL157 andBL180.

The type of weapons carried on theVER-4 racks belongs to the class of 500 to 600 lbs stores.

The structural model of theF-16 aircraft, made available toNLR by GENERAL-DYNAMICS, is shown

in figure 7. The model consists of a condensed finite element model supplemented by modules of

finite element models of the various cantilever pylon/store(s) combinations. The unsteady aerody-

namic model uses eitherVARDOB, NLRI or GUL for subsonic flow andCAR or GUL for supersonic

flow. The aerodynamic paneling of the surface is shown in figure 8. SinceVARDOB andGUL can

not model thick bodies, the fuselage is represented by an open cylinder in order to maintain the

correct aerodynamic interference. Except for the tip launcher and/or missiles, the representation of

wing stores is omitted in the aerodynamic model.NLR studies concerning wing stores have made

it plausible that the effects of the underwing stores on the unsteady components of the aerody-

namic forces are small. The aerodynamic influence of the tip launcher with or without tip missile,

however, can be considerable.

Examples of calculated flutter results are presented in figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows results

of the fully loadedVER-4 racks (configuration A). The mechanism of the antisymmetric flutter

instability is governed by two vibration modes: wing torsion (mode 1) and tip missile pitch (mode

3). The calculated flutter speed, however, is well beyond the operational speed limit (about 600

KEAS). However, when two stores are left out from theVER-4 rack, either inboard or outboard,

a serious instability appears at about 400KEAS within the operational speed regime, as shown in

figure 10 (configuration B). The same flutter mechanism is acting there, involving the wing torsion

(mode 1) and the tip missile pitch (mode 2); the two interacting modes are shown in figure 11.
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As the flutter predictions forVER-4 configuration are obtained with linear subsonic and supersonic

unsteady aerodynamics, the accuracy of the predictions in the transonic speed range remains un-

certain especially when flow separation occurs. When the flow is still attached the linear method

performs quite well compared to the transonic method at least to determine the boundary of insta-

bility, see figure 12. This negligible effect on the flutter boundary is perhaps due to the fairly high

frequency at which flutter occurs.

The condition beyond the flutter boundary is also of interest because extensive flight test programs

[14] revealed instabilities ofLCO type at transonic conditions, especially with the configurations:

VER-4 with two stores installed and with tip missiles (configuration B) andVER-4 without wing

stores and without missiles. TheNLR-method forLCO prediction using the semi-empirical model

is therefore applied. In the early model [14], only steady wind-tunnel data are used. This approach

has been found useful to indicate the occurrence ofLCO for a certain configuration.

Results using an early version of theNLR-model forF-16 configurations withVER-4 and a number

of its downloadings, D.1 to D.4 are presented in figure 13. For each downloading case two fuel

states are inspected: full tank (configuration a) and empty tank (configuration b). The analysis has

been carried out for the flight conditions of Mach number 0.92 and altitude 5K ft. The structural

modal damping is assumed to be 1%, i.e.g= 0.01. For each configuration shown in figure 13 nat-

ural modes up to 15 Hz are included in the analysis which lead to the number of DOF between 16

and 20. The calculations are carried out over 30 seconds (about 450 periods of the highest mode),

while the angle of attack changed linearly from 1 to 10 deg. Prior to time-domain simulations, the

classical flutter analysis is carried out usingV -g method.

linear analysis nonlinear analysis

D.1a severe flutter at 5 Hz LCO at 5 Hz

D.1b � �

D.2a � �

D.2b � �

D.3a � �

D.3b lowly damped mode at 7.5 Hz LCO-sensitive at 7.5 Hz

D.4a mild flutter at 11.5 Hz LCO-sensitive at 11.5 Hz

D.4b � �

Table 1 Summary of classical linear and semi-empirical nonlinear analyses ofVER-4 download-

ings D.1 to D.4; fuel state ’a’ designates a full tank and fuel state ’b’ designates an empty

tank
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The results of classical linear and nonlinearLCO simulations are summarized in figure 13 and

table 1. Maximum response levels are predicted at about mean angles of attack of 6 and 2 deg.

Repeating theLCO calculations for downloading D.1 and constant mean angle of attack of 6 deg

yielded the following acceleration levels: acc.1: 16.0g, acc.2: 6.3g and acc.3: 1.6g. Available

flight test data for these configurations correlate qualitatively quite well with the calculated re-

sponses. However, the predicted level of acceleration is too high compared to the level experi-

enced during the flight test. Artificial damping, which is case-dependent, has to be added to have

a correct acceleration level.

This deficiency of the early version motivated further development of theNLR model to arrive

at theNLR pressure model described in section 4.3. The model benefits also from the unsteady

flow measurement data. The model has been successfully applied for wider range of heavy-store

configurations giving a correct acceleration level, see Ref. [17]. The summary of the accelera-

tion levels obtained using theNLR pressure model are shown in figure 14. Three configurations

differing only at the mid station, i.e.BL120, are presented:

� ConfigurationC: various types of a single-heavy-store atBL120,

� ConfigurationD: TER-9 store rack atBL120,

� ConfigurationE: VER-4 store rack atBL120.

At other stations, the same stores are installed as the case described in the previous paragraph.

Store configurationsC.1 to C.5 differ in their mass. The acceleration levels shown in figure 14

correlate quite well to the one observed during flight testing in wind-up turn maneuver.

The preliminary results of the aeroelastic simulation usingENFLOW system are now presented.

The structural model is the standardAGARD aeroelastic configuration of weakened wing number

3 of 445.6 [22]. Figure 15 shows the example of the results of the multiblock grid deformation

technique where the wing surface is artificially deformed using the second bending mode.

For the aeroelastic simulation the Euler mode ofENSOLV is used. Since very small displacements

are expected to occur, the transpiration boundary condition is applied on the surface. The first

two modes of the wing445.6 are employed to model the structural dynamics part. These modes

should interact to produce a classical bending-torsion type flutter [2, 8, 13, 21, 22]. Lee-Rausch

and Batina [13] show that the effect of the inclusion of more modes is minor. For the simulation

an initial condition of_q = 0:0001 is applied to all modes. Figure 16 shows the response of the first

and second mode expressed in the generalized coordinates at various dynamic pressures character-

ized by the speed index,V� defined here asV1=(!2br
p
�), wherebr is the half of the root-chord,
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� is the mass ratio and!2 is the circular frequency of the second mode. The time on thex-axis is

nondimensionalized by the wind-off period of the second mode. Figure 17 presents the general-

ized forces corresponding to the first and second mode. By inspecting the period of the responses,

it can be seen from figures 16 and 17 that at the beginning of the simulation the contribution of

the second mode is present and is quickly damped while the first mode has very small damping.

This is the common situation close to flutter. Stable (V�=0.275), neutral (V �=0.287) and slightly

unstable (V �=0.300) responses are obtained. After the simulations, the damping of the response

is extracted using a simple logarithmic-decrement technique and interpolated to the value of zero

at which the flutter speed index is obtained. The comparison with available data in the literature is

shown in table 2.

Method V �

f

Experiment [22] 0.3076

CFL3D [13] (Euler) 0.256

(Navier-Stokes) 0.287

Ref. [2] (Euler) 0.300

AESIM (Full-Potential) 0.303

ENFLOW (Euler) 0.291

Table 2 Comparison of flutter point atM1=0.96 forAGARD standard test case of445.6 wing

Example of the applications ofMIMO technique to identify the coupled aeroelastic system is shown

in figures 18 and 19. Two aeroelastic simulations have been carried out for subcritical and super-

critical conditions atM1=0.901. Subsequently, theMIMO model is fitted to the time trace of the

subcritical condition, the results are shown in figure 18. The extractedMIMO model is then used to

predict the situation at the supercritical dynamic pressure. In figure 19 the predicted time traces

are compared with the real aeroelastic simulation. It can be seen that theMIMO model prediction

performs very well for the lower 3 modes. The amplitude of mode 4 (second torsion mode) is

overpredicted.
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6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper an overview has been presented concerning the current capability atNLR in predicting

flutter characteristics for clearance purposes. Current capabilities have been developed in a coop-

eration with The Royal Netherlands Air Force. Present developments atNLR and some preliminary

results have also been presented.

In a flutter clearance process the classical linear methods play an important role. Nonlinear meth-

ods are applied only for ambiguous conditions or beyond the flutter boundary. Therefore part

of currentNLR activities is to continue the support of potential-flow methods, and to extend the

potential-flow based aeroelastic models to include a coupling with flight control systems, to enable

the analysis of aeroservoelastic problems.

The other front concerns the prediction of the aeroelastic behavior of complex configurations in-

volving turbulent vortex flows, shock-induced separations and large structural deformation. On

this front the time-domain approach is adopted in combination with a general fluid-structure cou-

pling and the Euler/Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations to develop new aeroelastic anal-

ysis capability.
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Fig. 1 NLR flutter clearance procedure for aircraft with stores
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Fig. 2 Iterates of force components Fx and Fz and moment My during "2-step per cycle" it-

erations of harmonic constraint method, NACA64A010 at M1=0.80, k=0.20 in pitching

mode; 36 cycles are shown
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Fig. 3 Block diagram of NLR fluid-structure interaction model

Fig. 4 Generalized ONERA semi-empirical model
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Fig. 5 NLR unsteady pressure semi-empirical model (SITES=Shock-Induced Trailing-Edge Sep-

aration)

Fig. 6 F-16 configuration with VER-4 multi-store racks
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Fig. 7 F-16 structural representation and py-

lon/structure attachments to wing box

(General Dynamics)

Fig. 8 F-16 unsteady aerodynamic paneling

Fig. 9 Flutter characteristic of A configura-

tion showing influence of the loading

at BL120

Fig. 10 Flutter characteristic of B configura-

tion showing influence of the loading

at BL120
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Fig. 11 Two interacting modes, wing-torsion and missile pitching, governing the flutter mecha-

nism of F-16

Fig. 12 Influence of transonic airload versus subsonic airload on calculated flutter characteristics
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Fig. 13 Summary of LCO investigation using early NLR model for F-16 equipped with VER-4

multi-store racks and downloadings; M=0.92, altitude = 5K ft
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Fig. 14 Calculated dynamic loads during LCO of F-16 configurations equipped with various

heavy-store at wing station BL120: (C) a single heavy store, (D) TER-9 multi-store

rack and (E) VER-4 multi-store rack, ordered in terms of mass; M=0.92, altitude = 5K ft
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Fig. 15 Deformed multiblock grid about AGARD 445.6 wing due to second bending mode
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Fig. 16 Generalized coordinate of the first and second mode at three different V� of AGARD

445.6 wing at M1=0.96, ENFLOW results in Euler mode
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Fig. 17 Generalized force of the first and second mode at three different V� of AGARD 445.6

wing at M1=0.96, ENFLOW results in Euler mode
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Fig. 18 Comparison of the generalized forces data between MIMO fit (dotted line) based on the

decoupled technique and real simulation (solid line) for AGARD aeroelastic system at

subcritical flight condition (using AESIM)
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Fig. 19 Comparison of the generalized forces data between MIMO prediction (dotted) based on

the decoupled technique and real simulation (solid line) for AGARD aeroelastic system at

supercritical flight condition (using AESIM)


